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Which state Ã¢â‚¬â€• known as the "Golden State" Ã¢â‚¬â€• has trees that grow up to 300 feet

high? Which East Coast state contains a re-creation of an authentic nineteenth-century sailing

village? And which state leads all others in growing oranges? You'll find the answers to these

questions and many others in this exciting coloring book spotlighting each of the 50

states.Information accompanying each ready-to-color illustration identifies the state's motto, flower,

bird, tree, capital, and principal rivers and mountains. In addition, accurate outline drawings of each

state include an inset of the state's location on a full map of the United States. Brimming with

information, this entertaining and educational coloring book is an ideal learning aid that youngsters

will love using at home or in the classroom.
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Which state Ã¢â‚¬â€• known as the "Golden State" Ã¢â‚¬â€• has trees that grow up to 300 feet

high? Which East Coast state contains a re-creation of an authentic nineteenth-century sailing

village? And which state leads all others in growing oranges? You'll find the answers to these

questions and many others in this exciting coloring book spotlighting each of the 50

states.Information accompanying each ready-to-color illustration identifies the state's motto, flower,

bird, tree, capital, and principal rivers and mountains. In addition, accurate outline drawings of each



state include an inset of the state's location on a full map of the United States. Brimming with

information, this entertaining and educational coloring book is an ideal learning aid that youngsters

will love using at home or in the classroom.

For us, I felt like this was a 5 star coloring book. It was something I used to support learning the

state names and capitals with our daughter. She really enjoyed coloring this, and especially liked

the fact that there were animals and flowers she got to color for each state. I would not rely on this

for your primary source of instruction for information on states, because, as another reviewer stated,

it's been nearly 2 decades since this was put together, and a few of the informational items listed

may have changed. But for what we were using it for, I thought it worked well and because it was

one of her more favorite of the workbooks we used during her third grade year, I'm giving it high

marks.

This is great! My 6th grader is super stoked and insisted on starting immediately. I love how it states

the date of and # of the state when joined the union. It is alphabetical order too. What I do is have

him do the state in the coloring book on Monday and then have him research the state through the

week and have him do a report to turn in on Friday. Each week is a new state. And I will do a final

exam by having him label our big dry erase map with states, capitals and rivers. He loves this and

remembers about the state by the color he chooses. It has been great for license plate games while

driving in the car. Great for keeping him interested without so much he is over whelmed.

I homeschool my 6 year old, and bought this book for when we study all the States. We bought the

"State by state Atlas" by DK Publishing to go along with it, and I read from there while she colors.

She loves it, and is learning a lot from the hands on coloring as she listens to me read. I would

definitely recommend it! I love how there's info on each state as well, so I could use this book with

my 3 year old by getting her to be familiar with those facts while not loosing interest with lots of

reading.

Fun, Simple, and Fun Book for my children as we drove through 7 states. They Colored all the

states we drove through as well as all the License tags we spotted. Turned a 12 hour drive into a

really fun trip.

We use this for homeschooling. The kids seem to retain the information when they have something



to color and to look at. They are very hands on. I'd highly recommend this book for somebody

looking for a "Hands on" educational book for kids! A++++ book!

My 3 granddaughters are home schooled, age 9 through 5, and all love and enjoy using it for their

study of the United States.

I homeschool my 8-year old twins and have begun a study of the states. I bought these to go along

with the study to help them remember the shapes of the states a little better. My kids don't always

get excited about coloring books, but they were very happy when I pulled them out to supplement

the rest of the materials for this study. The books are good quality and accurate. Each states has it's

own page and shows where the state is located within the rest of the country, shows the state

nickname, capital, bird, flower, tree, rivers, date of statehood, and some facts about the state. A

good supplement to help me round out their unit study on this topic.

great for learning the states - I used this for homeschool and love it
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